DEMIRSAN
The
foundation
of
our
company had laid as a lathe
workshop by Mr. Bekir Demir, in
Karabağlar, at 1972 that had
continue to operate in this way for
a long time.After that our General
Manager Mr. Cihan Demir has
taken over the flag at 2001 and
took up business in iron-trade
segment as Demirsan Metal, by
turning a new page for our
company.

In the early years, our company has carried on by supplying pipes and profiles to
customers of hardware industry, then Demirsan Metal has moved to Torbalı/Pancar
depot for investments and increase the variety of products in 2009. Our company
focused on to the flat products without being limited with depot service. Therefore our
company has took a decision for the machinization to form the flat plates. On the
other hand due to the outgrow in area and desiring increase the capacity of our
Pancar (Organise Industry Area) factory which has 8000m 2 was put in to use in 2014
with the purpose of providing faster and better servce to our customers.

We offer the services of semi-finished
products, which have various qualities and
sizes, to the manufacturers of constructıon,
agriculure, engine and automotive industry,
respectively. In addition, drywall profile
production lines have been activated for the
construction industry.

Our company will continue to give service with growing day by day ; having selfimprovement team ; doing researches by using our knowledge and experiences ;
following closely the industry manufacturers by the keeping up the changing and
developing world.
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OUR PRODUCTS
1) TUBE
2) PROFILE

3) FLAT PRODUCTS






DKP SHEET STEEL
HRP SHEET STEEL
BLACK SHEET STEEL
GALVANIZED SHEET STEEL
PLATE

4) ROLLED PRODUCTS








SHEET IRON
SQUARE IRON
ANGLE TRIM IRON
NPU-NPI IRON
IPE
HEB, HEA
DRYWALL STUDS AND TRACKS

5) ROOF MATERIALS




GALVANIZED DECK
PAINTED DECK
PANEL

6)
6) ACCESSORIES






JOINT BRAKET
AGRAFFE
CLIPS
HANGER ROD TYPE-O
HANGER TYPE T
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OUR SERVICES
We produce high quality and fit in with your requirements.
In our plant which is founded in Pancar Organise Industry Area that has 8000 m2
area, we are ready to provide fast and quality service to you with our machines
which can form the all of types of metals in various sizes and thicknesses. Besides
extensive product range, all types of metals are treated that aimed of requirements
by the PLASMA CUTTING, GUILLOTINE CUTTING, PRESS BRAKE , WELDED
PRODUCTION AND ROLLFORM LINE.
You can make contact with us from the phone numbers that in the communication
department. We do our best for you.

PLASMA CUTTING
We deliver all of
your
requirements that from 5mm to
300mm by cutting with Ajan CNC
Plasma & Oxy cutting counter in our
Torbalı plant. All of our cuttings are
prepared by computer sytstem and
are cutted in fully automatical cutting
machines, carefully.

Plasma Cutting is a process that
continue to give energy to the material in
gaseous state and at proper conditions.
Plasma cutting leads to take place the
workpiece to the plasma state by the
passing of metal to the plasma state.
Recently plasma cutting used in especially
production industry; shipbuilding industry,
automotive industry, pressurized cup
production
industry.
Plasma
cutting
achieved by the thermal saw mainly.
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GUILLOTINE CUTTING
It is a counter that used to cutting
sheet materials in specialized sizes. We
supply your needs which include thin or
thick, narrow or wide by our machines that
have extensive usage.

PRESS BRAKE
Press brakes are machines that are used in
manufacturing of sheet productions. It bends the
plate that programmed by the applying high
hydraulics force which is controlled by the CNC
counter. They are used to form the sheets which
are in specific angles. Generally, they have
monoblock and welded trunk that has, provided
static and dynamic rigidty. It is suitable for the
bending of thin and thick sheets. We achieve all
of the bendings which are suitable to our machine capacities.

WELDED PRODUCTION

Welding works are achieved into the metal workpiece in our company by whom
the experienced personnel are produce the products. Welding is a process that used
to combine the materials with each other. The workpiece is melted which part will
weld and packing material added to this part, then the junction is cold to be harden.
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ROLLFORM LINE
We produce profiles of reinforcement profile
tension machine; drywall profiles, drywall
studs and tracks, greenhouse gutter profiles,
in various types of u; c; z profiles, purlin
profiles, shutter profiles, punched profiles,
high cutting; opened profile production that
have high quality, suitable for specialized
customer requements.

CONTACT
Adress : Kazım Karabekir Quarter, Bekir Saydam Street, Pancar Organise Industrial
Area, 5th Street, No:7 Pancar/Torbalı – Izmir/TURKEY

Tel : +90 232 864 10 05
Fax : +90 232 864 10 08
Web

: www.demirsanmetal.com.tr

E-Mail : info@demirsanmetal.com
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